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Links

- Mavs Open Press: https://uta.pressbooks.pub/
- Mavs Open Press Accessibility Statement: https://rc.library.uta.edu/uta-ir/handle/10106/28014
- Pre-pilot accessibility check template (below)
- WAVE web accessibility evaluation tool: https://wave.webaim.org/
- Accessibility rubric: https://uta.pressbooks.pub/oercreation/chapter/accessibility-rubric/
- SitelImprove: https://www.sitelimprove.com/
- Free SitelImprove browser extension: https://www.sitelimprove.com/integrations/browser-extensions/

Pre-pilot accessibility check template and example
[Template]

Accessibility issue: [Name of Alert/Error from WAVE]

Explanation: [if available – taken from WAVE Reference tab, under “The Algorithm... in English”]

Priority: [Required/recommended correction]

How to correct: [Taken from WAVE Reference tab, under “How to Fix It”]

Issue found in: [List chapters that contain this issue]

[Example]
Accessibility issue: Skipped heading level

Explanation: A heading level is skipped (e.g., an <h1> is followed by an <h3>, with no intermediate <h2>). Note that an <h1> is not required to be the first heading within the document.

Priority: Required correction

How to correct: Restructure the document headings to ensure that heading levels are not skipped.

Issue found in:

- Chapter 1
- Chapter 3